
What is your 
provenance?

Gavin Bell
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Loosely formed experiment

exploring the slower expression of who we are
how we connect together

the content we make and the social relationships we have
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The context and history of a person or object
Often used in antiques
Increasingly important on the internet
The web is about people, despite the focus on pages
How many people would prefer a reference from a friend to a page from google?



Future of identity

Imagine 10 years from now

what personal devices will we use?

how will our identity be instantiated?

how will we find people?
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Context setting, a view to the future, what is my stance

surnames “butcher” “bell” etc

20 years ago it was a postal address and fixed line phone number

then email and mobiles and websites arrived

what we are defined by is changing, as more of our existence becomes digital

more and more of our lives are available at a distance from us, persistently and often in 
forms that we can annotate

so lets start with a person



Gavin Bell
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This is about people and not pages, so this is me

A quest to find my own provenance

I’m 35, married, with one child, I work for nature.
what else can we find out about me?



Who am I really?

zzgavin

takeoneonion

gavin

gavinbell
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I am represented on the internet by a variety of monikers, depending on which name was free 
when I joined or the purpose of the site.
If I get in early then I might be gavin, usually I’m zzgavin, which is a pretty unique id for me



Who am I really?

zzgavin.tumblr.com/

del.icio.us/takeoneonion/

freebase.com/view/user?id=/user/gavin

flickr.com/photos/gavinbell/
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But this monikers are not held in isolation.
they are part of urls, 
sources of content, representations of me
the stuff I make or place on the internet



Our existence is 
distributed

a personal site

a blog

a vox, myspace or livejournal page

bookmarking services

content specific web apps

eg dopplr, flickr, upcoming, cork’d etc
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so our content is spread all over the web
it is still owned though
it forms part of our lives and can be connected together

can we tie it all together ?



Does OpenID solve 
this?

Ostensibly authentication only

OpenID allows for a representation of 
myself

An hCard is usually on an OpenID page

rel=”me”
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A url to call home.

how many people have an openid
more than one ?

how many people delegate their open id somewhere else

what do you do with the other ones ?

Chris Messina and “self”
the too many hCard issue

So OpenID helps, but it is not the panacea I can make one hCard “special”

we can start the tieing together process using the rel=”me”
nothing startlingly new here, XFN has talked about this for a while.



So who do you know?

Contacts on social networking sites

Blog commenters

AIM buddies

Heavily interlinked
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many of them have personal websites
many of them are members of social networks
many many social networks
pointing at personal pages

backlinks from profile pages
I have the same 20-30 people on many sites
often with same username and even icon



Who am I & who I 
know

We have a page that says who I am

We have other pages that say who my 
friends are

We have means of connecting them 
together on social networks
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we can establish my identity

we can establish my friends

OWL and the mathematical proof

machine traversal of my personal social network
across multiple social networks



Now, what do I make?

I write

I take pictures

I tag

I reply

I post
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Can my output be 
summed up?

In terms of tags – yes

In terms of locations – yes

In terms of photos – yes via tags

In terms of written output – text 
summaries

In terms of music - last fm
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web-shaped data

my blog posts are tagged

my pictures are tagged

my locations are geocoded

much of my presence has meta-data assigned to it



Internet as single social 
network

“People keep asking me to join the 
LinkedIn network,” he said, “but I’m already 
part of a network, it’s called the Internet.” 
via Jon Udell
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• Recently Gary McGraw echoed Ben Smith’s 1991 observation. 

• we have interconnected people, with content specific repositories, helpfully tagged up with meta 
data.

• the real network of networks



What is a tag anyway

Individually created label for content

Inherently personal

Intentional
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so tags seem to be a useful entry point for this kind of content, particularly for binary data eg 
photos, music or video

Different POV
Same word
Different meanings
Clustering
Vanderwal’s ideas
Fragmentation



Serendipity

The +ve flip side

Understanding someone else’s tags

Nature Network exploiting this for benefit 
in research
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different communities can have discovery based on tags.
the important aspect is retaining the identity of the tagger.

Tom tagged it with “ruby” language, not colour or gemstone

context of usage is key



Crux of the issue

Can I sum the output of my friends to 
work out who knows what?

Can I manage people and not feeds
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it is an attention hack

who do I know who knows X



Queries and 
recommendations

Anyone know how to do X

Google returns pages, not people or 
techniques

People based queries – do you know Jon

more complex and less easy to enter in a 
search box
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we tend to make queries which are people driven.
we are not always looking for answers, we are looking for helpers

in some research at Nature, we found that 80% + of people would prefer a recommended 
paper to one that they found by searching.

can we enable that dialog / conversation to happen on the wider social network.



Micro-queries

Mainly personal recommendation based

A good restaurant

A good speaker for a conference

Things you’d ask friends

Implicit knowledge
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some examples

the web 2 content repositories do make this easier

I can find decent wine through friends on cork’d
Finding a restaurant is harder

looking for a power tool / white good recommendation is much harder
yet that information is within our friendship circles



Search is only so helpful

I want to know about astrophysics

I can use Google or Yahoo search

I can look on Amazon

I can look for some podcasts

I can ask a friend, but which one?
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understanding the basics of astrophysics so that some day I can write a novel and make it 
sound convincing



Simon knows a lot 
about OpenID

How can I tell this?

How can I tell he is the best person to ask 
about openID amongst my friend?

How can my computer tell me this?
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a demo follows
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What is out there, lets start on my home page
We’re using 
no apis
no feeds
no private info
just publicly available data



http://takeoneonion.org/

http://zzgavin.tumblr.com/

http://www.flickr.com/photos/gavinbell/

http://twitter.com/zzgavin

http://del.icio.us/takeoneonion/

http://upcoming.org/user/1654/

http://network.nature.com/profile/U90664843

gavinbell.com

XFN rel=”me”
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http://network.nature.com/profile/U90664843
http://network.nature.com/profile/U90664843


//li[@class='bundle fold']/ul[1]/li/a
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//li[@class='bundle fold']/ul[1]/li/a on
http://del.icio.us/takeoneonion?setminposts=5

gives heavily used tags for a user



flickr

Photos

Tags

People

All via hpricot
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• What can we find on flickr.com

most content that we are interested in is not microformated, hence the screen scraping

Ideally this content would be microformats in the future



//div[@class='Results'] = 1094
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//p[@id='TagCloud']/a
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XFN rel=”me”

All contacts
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people list

/html/body/div[@id='Main']/div/div[2]
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People output
<div class="Results">(170 contacts)</div>

adactio - Jeremy Keith
http://flickr.com/photos/adactio/
http://flickr.com/people/adactio/
adactio
http://adactio.com/journal/

Alihodza - Lee Bryant
http://flickr.com/photos/alihodza/
http://flickr.com/people/alihodza/
Headshift
http://www.headshift.com
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number of people

screen name / nickname
urls for profile and their photos

extra stuff too - the name of their “blog” and the url for it

http://flickr.com/people/alihodza/
http://flickr.com/people/alihodza/
http://www.headshift.com
http://www.headshift.com


//a[@rel='me'][@class='url']
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so how did we get that
profile page for adactio has a rel=”me” added by flickr

lets go there and see what we can find



adactio.com

Mofo shows us that the following exists
<a rel="me" href="http://upcoming.org/user/11683/" 
title="my calendar">Upcoming</a>
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we can find a range of personal services



//div[@class='profile']/table/tbody/tr/td/a
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Jeremy links to me as a contact and we can recognise this as my upcoming link was on the 
gavinbell.com page
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my upcoming profile points back to our starting point, gavinbell.com



Quick summary

An arc from me through social software 
sites and back again

Information gathering along the way

Building a profile of me and my friends
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Where else?

mag.nolia

vox

digg

cork’d
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What about blogs.



//a[@class='pop'] 

//h4[@class='desc']

//div[@id='main']/p
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//div[@id='sidebar']/div/ul[1]/li/ul/li
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//div[@id='tagcloud']/ol/li

//div[@id='profile']/div/div[2]/a
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Tags //div[@id='tagcloud']/ol/li
authority //div[@id='profile']/div/div[2]/a



Profiles for friends

Their personal site

Their tags

Their content

How popular it is

How I’m connected to them
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Taking this output we can make a set of pages to track your friends

all from publicly available data

It is not about tracking everyone

just your friends

examples of use

browsing your friends by tag (seeing what they know)
seeing who uses which services

it is a personal pov, “my friends”

core precept - this is a private service 



Layers of connection

Who am I connected to

Disparity in social networks

Making connections between networks
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not a feature of sites, slightly disingenuous, but looking at the who am I connected to, but is 
not connected back to me.

lets you see the over network

lets you get additional views
xtech as a tag across my friends content

dopplr locations, based on places they’ve been “locations as tags”
Who’s been to Cairo etc



Surfacing my friends from the sea of feeds
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take webpage, add auth hcard, enable openid
you have a person
find social network and follow xfn
verify auth hcard and openid exists
you have a relationship (repeat on same network)

move to second social network
explore further XFN
add to verification
build list of identifiers for friends



People watching

a new kind of application

peer evaluation

content sensivity
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a representation of who and what people have said personal to you
now monitor and run summary stats over this content
you can model who says most about X&Y and query google / technorati for external peer 
appraisal

aggregation of network effects

zoominfo
wink
Spock
Google Datasense
Attention Trust



An operational model

Login with openid

Scan page

Find friends

Email to notify when done

Rinse and repeat
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the jabber fishing model pluck stuff out in context from the event queue perhaps



Scary?

Privacy and disclosure

flickr, delicious all freely give out data

Utopian or distopian – does it depend on 
who runs the services?

Nature or O’Reilly or Google or Amazon 
or a mate on a co-lo box?
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I’ve deliberately designed this so that it is based on one person
it should require you to validate your identity

I’m not a real software developer
This is a week or so’s work in the evening

defaults in applications become more important
we are not really aware of how much of us is out there
the everyware rules point out the need for privacy

the mate in a co-lo box might not be a good person if their server is down. Identity provision is like Visa, it needs to be 
there



The un-provenanced

Makes the the have and have not explicit

Ignorant of content and people not online
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A blind view of the world.
there is much that is not online
there is much social activity that is not online
more of it is coming online
everyware will put more data online
it can be aggregated together

is there a point at which if someone doesn’t have a profile on the internet, that they’ll not be 
considered for a job. Outside of present company.



Ideas for the future

Identity consolidation is real

People not feeds

Microformats

Macro changes in behaviour / content
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what sort of service would this make

it is not about tracking the individual new items of content, it is the slower background 
processes that we miss in the stream of content rushing at us

tracking methods

I’ve not launched / finished this because I think there are more efficient ways than my simple 
screen scraping to get the data

the first pass is easy, knowing how often to track changes, what mechanisms are right for 
doing this

social network based search
Your friends might know the answer
friend / not friend (fellow association eg same mailing lists, same taggings, proximity in 
social networks)



Thanks

Gavin Bell

me at gavinbell dot com

gavinbell.com - me

idsix.com - project details
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